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    With the technology advancement, nearly all of the companies try every effort to 
take one share of the “cake” made by the Internet, which makes it very common that 
those who are the most competitive survive the competition. Because entrepreneurs 
begin to be aware of the importance of consumers, developing companies like DIDI 
and KUAIDI use cash subsidy to attract more consumers. And well-developed 
companies like Jing Dong and Alibaba group also use this kind of strategy. The cash 
subsidy shows up to the consumers with a traditional Chinese look—red envelopes 
and buyers can use them to buy the goods of companies directly. The advantage of 
this kind of strategy is that it can help companies to attract consumers with 
controllable cost. The propaganda of the cash subsidy veils the essence of itself, and 
consumers need to do things such as information sharing to get the red envelopes, so 
merchants can control the amount of the money that consumers get. In this situation, 
the amount of the money in envelopes is uncertain. Previous studies have shown that 
uncertainty is of high efficiency in attracting consumers. However, the preference of 
consumers to the level of uncertainty remains to be discussed. It is worth thinking that 
how companies can find the most efficient way to deliver value to the customers and 
control the cost during the marketing. 
In this research, we come up with the following question: 1. What impact does 
the level of uncertain reward have on consumers’ participation motivation? 2. 
Provided that the level of uncertain reward dose have the impact on consumers’ 
motivation, then what is the mode of action? 3.Does the level controllability of 
uncertain reward have impact on consumers’ participation motivation? 
Two experiments are designed for the questions above. The first one employs the 
single factor design (uncertainty), and uncertainty is the Independent Variable that has 
two levels (high vs. low), participation motivation being Dependent Variable. The aim 
of the experiment is to test the impact the level of uncertainty has on participation 















participation. The second one devises a 2(Uncertainty: high vs. low) ×  2 
(Controllability: high vs. low) method, and the uncertainty and controllability are the 
independent variable with two levels respectively. Besides, the essay sets the 
participation motivation as dependent variable to find out the Moderating Effect of the 
controllability. 
    Through the analysis, this paper comes to the following conclusions: 1. If the 
reward has low uncertainty in marketing information sharing activities, subjects have 
relatively high participation motivation and vice verse. 2. The optimistic bias is 
increasing with relatively high participation motivation when the uncertainty is 
relatively low; the optimistic bias decreases with the increase in uncertainty, and 
decreases the participation motivation. 3. The level of controllability affects the 
subjects’ optimistic bias. Subjects will have relatively high optimistic bias so as to 
have higher participation motivation with high controllability. And the subjects’ 
optimistic bias will decrease so as to have lower participation motivation with low 
controllability. 
    Company can boost the efficiency of marketing with a better understanding of 
the uncertainty. This is what Internet enterprises should pay attention to when it 
comes to how to attract consumers effectively and control the cost. The result of 
experiments in this paper shows that it is more effective to employ low-uncertainty 
method during the uncertainty marketing. Therefore, companies need to control the 
level of uncertainty when designing the marketing strategy, and increase the level of 
consumers’ acceptance to the marketing with low uncertainty. Moreover, companies 
should make consumers participate in the marketing as many as possible. This is 
because if the results of the uncertain reward are up to consumers, consumers’ 
optimistic bias will increase so that the participation motivation will increase. 
Hopefully, the results of this paper can be of some help to Internet corporations’ 
design for marketing activities. 
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                 第一章 绪论 









                       第一节 研究背景 
    在 1876 年贝尔发明了电话机之后，人们不单单只能用书信交流而是远隔万









利。根据《2015 移动互联网产业发展白皮书》中的内容可见，截至 2015 年 4 月
底，我国已经有将近 9.05 亿人使用移动互联网，同比增长 5.1％，每三人中就
有两人在使用智能设备访问移动互联网。2015 年前两个季度的移动互联网使用





































































                      第三节 研究意义 
 一、理论意义 
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